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WORLD TOBACCO GROUP
689 Hope Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06907 ' 203/325-2211
AMF INCORPORATED

April 12, 1978

Dr. W. H. Johnson
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Dept. of Biological and
Agricultural Engineering

P.O. Box 5906
Raleigh, N.C. 27607

Dear Bill:

Howard Halter has been invited to participate in
the 32nd TCRC Symposium; Physical Parameters Which
Affect The Composition of Cigarette Smoke. Mr. Halter
and I will co—author a paper entitled "Effect of
Tobacco Reconstitution and Expansion Processes on
Smoke Composition."

Since you are a leader in the field of freeze
dried expanded tobacco, I would like to request your
help in identifying the key patents and significant
publications which you would like to have included
in our review.

I plan to be out for the next few days, but I do
expect to be back late next week. I plan to call
you then to discuss these matters with you personally.

It would also be helpful if you could suggest any
other significant review papers or patents relating
to the topic.

Sincerely,

WEI/WORLD TOBACCQ’JS/RDUP
»“fil *757ifl1
/ {75:77 x 77: f" ‘ 7/ 7 . J”

I
Thomas I. Ito
Assistant Director of
Research and Development

TII/ed



AMF INCORPORATED ' MOREHEAD PATTERSON CENTER
AMF 689 Hope Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06907 - 203/325-2211

February 14, 1975

Dr. William H. Johnson
Dept. of Biol. & Agr. Engineering
North Carolina State Univ.
Raleigh, N.C. 27607

Dear Bill:

I apologize for the long delay in acknowledging
receipt of the freeze-dried tobacco you prepared for
me. Many thanks for your prompt attention to my
request.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely,

J. V. Fiore

JVF:cm



January 21, 1975

Dr. Thomas I. Ito
AMF, World Tobacco Group
6301 Midlothian Turnpike
Richmond, Virginia 23225

Dear Tom:

Enclosed herewith are various articles relating to
bulk curing. I'do not yet have reprints available on
the modular curing system, however enclosed is a copy
10f the Montreux report for your use.v

Best regards,

Sincerely youra,’

William H. Johnson
Professor

WHJ/t ,

Enclosure



WORUDTOBACCO GROUP
AM.F 6301 Midlothian Turnpike, Richmond, Virginia 23225 '804 /276-1900

AMFINCORPORATED

December 16, 1974

Dr. William Johnson
3731 Swift Drive
Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

Dear Bill;

Hope you and your family have a good holiday season.

I would appreciate it if you would send me any available
reprints of your various papers concerning bulk curing.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
j

«any;f , www32,v "I p .,7* {J N y‘ . I! “vain. if? ‘
Mariam/ / is:

Thomas I. Ito

.TII/fhf



' member 7, 1973.1,

Dr. Jouph V; 110“;
AH! IncarPOracad
689 {1090‘ must ' . ,
Stamford. Conn. 06997

Dear Jac:

I chaahd W111: Dr. Ray Long 01 the Tobacco Chmistry Lab and “av—-
tortmuly may haw 11131111131011: material from than an: 120114343110»
from muted loam to supply cm for your at...’ 11:11: ntMy puma»
tad ayparcntly only 1 1w 3mm whwh they mummy have mdar “My.

, The best appromh may ha to obtain that foam rubber roman tram :
a methane“ 1112mm): at“: a: 1m: 1 Mason's ma. Ifdiscuued
11113 with 21:. Bob Harfingtmb! Han-1:131:01: H1. 00., twat». 11.11.,

~' and hi talk this uhould bu pox-£1311. I Would auggoat that: you car-
respond (anally nth11123 and mug-am myp119: dismount; with 1:11:
on subject.

W1eh but “and...

9‘ l smartly ymurs,
\

wanna. mam
‘Prb‘tupo:

. mil: ‘



v AMF ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT DIVISION _
AMF 1025 North Royal Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 a 703/548—7221 o TWX 710/832-0602 o TELEX 89-9120

AMF INCORPORATED

January 11, 1974

Dr. William H. Johnson
North Carolina State University
P. 0. Box 5906
College Station
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Dear Bill:

My heartiest congratulations on receiving the seventh annual
Philip Morris Incorporated Award for Distinguished Achievement in
Tobacco Science. It could not have gone to a more deserving person.

I trust this award will be a harbinger of even greater things
in your future.

Warmest personal regards.

Yours very truly,

Donald J. Blewitt

DJB/tb
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Bocemher l0, 1973

Mr. Jon minim, m inc.
,200 Sullivan Avenua
fieuth Niafiaor, Conn.‘ 06023

‘baar Hr. Raffgrnan: h

Ha have shipped by meter freight within the law: law days a but of
tobacco at aha request of Hr‘ Jahn Easter of your Richmoufl affiae. The
matarial that you will tueeivn rapresants thd second clipping of plant

‘ bed tobacao, harveacad aha fluted at the Oxfor& Tobacao Rmsearchwstntinn
during aha 1973 asason. I assume that yen arm familiar with eh: materiw
a1 tram the pravifiua elipping (fiatvuac) tram the sama plant bed.

1 ahcnld mention that uh» tobacco~wan grown undo: dry weather can*
ditious; without irrigation, and primarily for tha purpose of an:¢b11nh4
ins potantial dry watts: yield with two harvwacs from thalamus land.
For this Iguana, rasultg should be considarnd as praliminary data only.‘
and with eupactattana for rather significant impruvummat as tbs rasaaxch
in produatioa and processing cantiaue.

,/ ' . V” Sincaraly youra, -

9111mm :1. Manson
?to£¢aaot

‘ WES/pt

an: Mr. John Heater L
M3. 3111 Kellen



AMF INCORPORATED - MOREHEAD PATTERSON CENTER
689 Hope Street, Stamford. Connecticut 06907 - 203/325-2211

December 26, 1973

Mr. Robert Harrington
Harrington Manufacturing Co.
Lewiston, North Carolina

Dear Mr. Harrington:

Attached is a copy of a letter which I recently received
from Dr. Bill Johnson and which will serve to introduce me and
my subject. '

As Bill told you, we are interested in the "tar” or gum
which is found on freshly harvested tobacco leaves. I have
seen a mechanical harvester in operation and I recall that quite
a bit of the gum has a tendency to collect on the foam rubber
rollers. I also understand that because of this, the rollers
have to be replaced periodically.

Is there any arrangement we can make with you, whereby
you can make available to us some of the "gummed" rubber
rollers? By some sort of extraction, we may be able to remove
the gums from the rollers. Please let us know, at your conven—
ience, whether or not you can help us.

Sincerely yours, ,‘www

Dr. Joseph V.Fiore

JVF/jg
Encl.
cc: Dr. W. H. JOhnson



WORLD TOBACCO GROUP
AM'F 6301 Midlothian Turnpike, Richmond, Virginia 23225 - 703/276-1900

AMF INCORPORATED

HOWARD M. HALTERVice PresidentandDirector of Engineering September 2 5 I l 9 7 3

Dr. William H. Johnson
3731 Swift Drive
Raleigh, North Carolina 27606

Dear Bill:

Under separate cover, we are sending to you 8 boxes
(32 cigarettes per box) of cigarettes containing
Microflake Cigarette Filler made from your C--l39
Top Layer tobacco. These are 85—mm unfiltered
cigarettes, with the cigarette filler sheet shredded
32 cuts/inch and wrapped with Ecusta 35l cigarette

‘ paper.

We will be running tar and nicotine contents soon
on four different weight groups from the range
manufactured, and will report these results to
you as soon as they are complete.

We are prepared to repeat this with the second
crop of this tobacco which, I understand, will soon
be ready. Since I may be driving to the TCRC meeting
in Winston—Salem, it may be appropriate for me to
pick up this tobacco on the way home.

See you at the meeting. Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

,h/Mmzz
Howard M. Halter

HMH/fhf



April 17, 1972 ,

Dr..Joseph V. Fiore
AMF Incorporated
689 Hope Street
Stamford, Conn. 06907

Dear Joe:r

Enclosed herewith are copies of the tapers as requested
'by telephone. ‘ \

I enjoyed very much your visit here during Hatch and do
hope that you may be able to visit again during the harvest-

‘ curing season. You will be nble to project ahead much better,
I believe, if you can get a first-hand impression of the stage
of mechanization and of those factors which must be overcome
to permit "custom" processing.

With best regards.

Sincerely yours,
/I.

{21/ ,
William H. Johnson
‘Profeesor

WHJ/pt

Enclosure



September 18, 1972

'Mr. Donald J. Blewitt, Product Manager
World Tobacco Group, AMP
6301 Midlothian Turnpike
Richmond, Virginia 23225

Dear Don: f'

/Many thanks for your letter of August 29 and for the kind
invitation to attend this years Tobacco Festival in Richmond.
Glenda and I accept with pleasure and look forward to the eventi

Since we will be attending the CORESTA/TCRC Conference in
Williamsburg during the same week, we will not be arriving in
Richmond until Saturday morning, October 28.. We will be driving
our car and will plan to arrive by 10:00 a.m. Saturday morning
and will go directly to the John Marshall Hotel.

Don, I am glad that you and;the others from AMF were able
to visit here on August 29 to see the status of tobacco mechan-
ization and processing.. I also hope that Chuck Kelley's later
visit was helpful in sizing up the future potentials.

With kind regards.

Sincerely yours,

William H. Johnson
Professor‘

\WHJ/bf



.N RICHMOND, VIRGINIA IN FORT MONROE. VIRGINIA

REGISTRATION RECORD—Please notify front desk of any inaccuracy on this slip. A correctroom number and name assures that a” messages will reach you promptly, A correctname and address makes certain that errors in our records will not inconvenience you.
YOUR BILL WILL SHOW NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW UNLESS YOU TELL US OTHERWISE

SURVEY

‘
A (,1 ,/.’/lROOM DATA NAME r 71",] 354/ m: (x V ./ I '7 [Fe/ . ARRIVED VIA
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WORUDTOBACCO GROUP
AM.F 6301 Midlothian Turnpike, Richmond, Virginia 23225 - 703/276—1900

AMFINCORPORATED

Nevember 21, 1972

Professor William H. Johnson
North Carolina State University
Department of Biological and
Agricultural Engineering ,Box 5906
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Dear Bill:

Many thanks for your kind letter of November 3.
We certainly have not forgotten your project and
continue to be vitally interested. I expect to
be in Nbrth Carolina for the better part of the
week of Nbvember 27 and December 4th and will contact
you at that time for additional discussions regarding
your modular handling and curing of sized tobacco
strips.

It was a pleasure being with you and Glenda
and I look forward to seeing you in the next couple
of weeks.

Best regards.

Yours very truly,

JEj1ruJ
Donald J. Blewitt

DJB/tb



November 3, 1972

Mr. Denald J. Blewitt, Product Manager
‘ World Tobacco GrOup, AMF
6301 Midlothian Turnpike
Richmond, Virginia 23225

Dear Don: t r j. - -7 ,1 '.*

\I wish to thank you again for having Glenda and I as guests of AMP for
the Tobacco Festival. The festival was indeed a delightful event and we '
enjoyed it theroughly. Further, it was good to have the opportunity of meets
ing your wife, associates and friends and to join you for the festivities. ‘

This week has been somewhat hectic with numerous visitors here following
the Coresta Conference. It has been enjoyable, nevertheless, in seeing
friends again from other countries and in establishingnew relationships.

Don, I' ve had many indiiiduals express interest in the paper presented
on Modular Handling and Curing of Sized Tobacco Strips” , with many indicat~
ing their belief that this approach appears highly promising for further
‘advancing tobacco hechanization and processing. 1’ m glad that you and others
with AMF have taken an interest in. this approach at this stage of development5
and hope that your appraisal is favorable and receives company support. Per5
haps we can get together during your next trip to Raleigh to fiurther discuss
the topic and prOjection for the industry.‘

With best regards,
IA

Sincerely yours,‘

a I ' . William H. Johnson
‘ ’Professor

'WHJ/pt ‘ . ; ' e . \ x V



WORLD TOBACCO GROUP
6301 Midlothian Turnpike, Richmond, Virginia 23225 ' 703/276-1900
AMF INCORPORATED

August 29, 1972

Dr. William H. Johnson
P. O. Box 5906
College Station
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Cariina 27607

Dear Dr. Johnson:

This letter will confirm the verbal invitation
extended to you and your wife to attend this year's
Tobacco Festival as AMF's guests.

The attached agenda outlines the schedule we
have set up for3our pleasure. In order for us to
provide proper and timely transportation, we will need
to know your mode of travel and estimated arrival
time in Richmond on Friday, October 27. Should you
be arriving by plane, we would appreciate airline
and flight number.

For your guidance, you should plan to arrive
prior to 4:00 PM to allow for transportation from
the airport, check in and transportation to dinner.

We are looking brward to this year's festival
and should be favored with a very interesting group
of guests. However, to insure a good group, we
need you. If, for any reason, you have changed
your mind about attending, we would appreciate
your earliest advice so we can attempt to secure
at least a reasonable substitute.

Best regards.

Very uly yours,

Donald J. Blewitt
Product Manager

DJB/ tb



goBAcco FESTIVAL “AGEI‘lDA

Friday, October 27

(Dress informal) 6:00

8:00

10:00

Saturday, October 28

(Dress informal) 11:00

12:30

6:00

9:00

(Dress - Black 9:30
Tie)

Sunday, October 29

11:00

NOTE:
HOTEL.

PM

PM

PM

PM

Cocktails and dinner
The Abbey - Holiday Inn

Parade at Parker Field
(reserved seats)

HOspitality suite at
John Marshall Hotel

Bull & Bear Club - Brunch

Depart for football game
at City Stadium .
(William & Mary Vs. V.P.I.)

Cocktails & Dinner at
.Bull & Bear Club

PM

ROOMS RESERVED FOR

Assemble at hospitality suite
(John Marshall) prior to ball

Tobacco Festival Ball

Hospitality suite open
Breakfast at individual‘s leisure
and departure

OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS AT JOHN MARSHALL



V AMF INCORPORATED - MOREHEAO PATTERSON CENTER
AM I 689 Hope Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06907 - 203/325-2211

April 20, 1972

Dr. William H. Johnson
North Carolina State University
Dept. of Biological & Agricultural Engineering
Box 5906
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Dear Bill:

I have received copies of the papers which I requested
by phone and I want to thank you sincerely for making
them available to us.

We most sincerely would like to visit with you during the
harvest and curing season. However, since we are not
familiar with time schedules, I would like to ask you to
suggest a date for this visit.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely yours,

AMF INCORPORATED

, .{
JVcmn Joseph V. Fiore



COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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by
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The Staff:

Joseph V. Fiore
T. Kenneth Kelly
John M. Slanski
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Date:' March 1, 1972 Dr. William H. Johnson on

‘ March 15, 1972 at the
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

AMP—ENGINEERING & RESEARCH DIVISION
689 HOPE STREET

STAMFORD, CONN. 06907
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I . SUMMARy

This project has focused on an evaluation of freeze—
dried tobacco, puffed tobacco and a tobacco substitute
(oxycellulose) in comparison to the Microflake NCP process
in terms of product filling power and smoke chemistry. The
freeze—dried, puffed and Microflake NCP samples were all
prepared from the same lot of flue—cured tdbacco (C319)
Obtained through the courtesy of Dr. W. H. Johnson of North!
Carolina State University. The oxycellulose was a commercial
product purchased from Eastman—Kodak.

At the request of Dr. Johnson, two additional samples

have been included in these studies — i.e., a heat—treated
flue-cured tobacco and its freeze—dried counterpart. These
samples were also prepared from the same lot of tobacco
noted above.

The findings accumulated during these studies can

be summarized as follows:

1;) Freeze—drying and puffing do in fact improve the
filling power of the original tobacco but the improvements
are no more dramatic than those obtained by converting the
same tobacco to a low density (foamed) sheet by the NCP
process.

2.) Oxycellulose converted to a sheet by the Micro—
flake process (either flat or foam) displays greater improve—
ment in filling power than freeze—dried, puffed or NCP
converted tobacco.

3.) Freeze-dried tobacco cigarettes (at the 100%
level) seem to be an unsatisfactory commercial product be—
cause of softening during smoking. Puffed tobacco cigarettes
(at the 100% level),on the other hand, display only a slight
degree of softening.



4.) Oxycellulose cigarettes prepared via the Micro—
flake process (at the 100% level) yield an unsatisfactory
product from the point of view of taste and aroma.

5.) Freeze—dried tobacco (both conventional and heat-
treated) and puffed tobacco show no significant smoke chemis—
try alterations from the controls under the conditions studied.
Because of this finding, the data on the freeze-dried samples
are at variance with those presented by Enzell et al., who
reported a "significant difference" in smoke phenols between
control and freeze—dried tobacco. However, our data is more
consistent with their additional finding that there was no~
difference in ciliatoxic activity between the two samples.
This would be expected if smoke phenols (which is the only
variation reported by them in over 100 smoke compounds studied)
were the same.

6.) The NCP process (low density materials) substantially»
reduces the tar yields not only with tobacco as the main sheet
constituent but also with oxycellulose. This relationship is
just as dramatic in the case of smoke phenols.

7.) The NCP process results in a substantial nicotine
reduction over its unfoamed (flat) counterpart as compared to
freeze-dried or puffed tobacco.

8.) Because of the high tar yields Obtained with the
oxycellulose type cigarettes, the reported safety of its
combustion products becomes questionable.



II. INTRQDUCTION

In February 1970, the World TObacco Group began
commercialization of NCP (low density sheet made by the
Microflake process) with the assistance of the Engineering
& Research Division personnel. It has therefore called for
an awareness of possible competitive processes and products.
Three areas which could possibly be competitive to NCP are
freeze—dried tobacco, puffed tobacco, and tobacco substitutes
because potentially, they are either low density products or
they could result in "safer" cigarettes or both. For this
reason, the NCP Alternate program has focused on these three
competitive materials in comparison with regular Microflake
NCP in terms of filling power studies and smoke chemistries.



III. EXPERIMENTAL

Early in 1971, Dr. William H. Johnson of North
Carolina state University was contacted in order to ascer—
tain the availability of freeze—dried tobacco samples which
were needed to perform the evaluations intended for this study.
The four samples we eventually received from Dr. Johnson are
presented in Table 1. Variation in our experimental approach,
as suggested by Dr. Johnson, was the introduction into the
series of a heat—treated tobacco. It is very important to
note that this particular sample is a conventionally flue—
cured tobacco with a short-term heat—treatment which, accord—
ing to Johnson, lowers polyphenols (up to 60%) and nicotine
(up to 25%). The lowering of the polyphenols and nicotine in
the tobacco is claimed to result in lower smoke nicotine and
phenols. This claim is a very important one to keep in mind
in later discussions with respect to smoke chemistries.

It was during the course of processing the above
samples that the decision was made to take the same lot of
virgin tobacco (Check C—3l9) and convert it to an NCP foam
and flat sheet in order to see what the effects of Microflake
processing would be on this particular type of tobacco as
compared to freeze—drying, heat—treating and freeze—drying,
and puffing. For this experiment, there was need for additional
tobacco and therefore we contacted Dr. Johnson again. For this
reason, control samples noted in the data are sometimes referred
to as Check—l and Check—2. What this simply means is that two
shipments of the same identical starting material were received.
In order to determine whether these two samples of tobacco were
related and identical, analyses were carried out to determine
the extractables and slurry pH's of the two samples. These
data are contained in Table 2 and indicate that the two Check
samples are identical and they vary in no way from the freeze-
dried material where one might expect a loss in solubles be—
cause of the Turgor processing. However, there is a noticable
difference in the percent water extractables and the slurry
pH's in the heat—treated counterpart of this Check material.

In order to have a completely controlled series of
experiments, it was decided also to see if we could prepare
puffed tobacco from the same Check starting tobacco. Unfor—
tunately, the amount of materials availabe from Dr. Johnson

‘ .m‘nur "L901:



were rather limited so that only selected experimentations
could be carried out. It was hoped that the puffing of
this particular tobacco sample could be carried out by
Reynolds to compare their method of processing but after
negotiations, Reynolds declined to participate in the study.
For this reason, arrangements were made to puff the tdbacco
at Proctor & Schwartz under their experimental conditions
using Freon.

The only additional sample left to add to this
series would be a typical tobacco substitute. For these
studies, because of the unavailability of Celanese or IDL
(Imperial Development Ltd.) materials, it was decided to
purchase Oxycel-from Eastman—Kodak and use this material as
the typical cellulosic tobacco substitute product. For the
studies involving Oxycel, in order to convert this material
into a cigarette, we decided to make a flat Oxycel and a
foam Oxycel via the Microflake process. The formulations
used for the preparation of the Microflake sheets are
depicted in brief in Table 3. h

’In essence then, the studies described in this
report have covered nine different samples as follows:

Check control
Check freeze—dried
Heat—treated Check control
Heat-treated Check freeze—dried
Check flat by the Microflake process
Check foam by the MiCroflake process
Oxycel flat by the Microflake process
Oxycel foam by the Microflake process
Puffed Check tobacco made at Proctor & Schwartz.\OmflmmfiwNI-J

0

vvvvvvvvv

The filling power determinations and smoke chemistry
methodology employed throughout these studies were essentially
those described in a Confidential Report prepared by the AMP
Tobacco Machinery Division (now the World Tobacco Group)
entitled "New Cigarette Process" dated July, 1970.‘ Cigarettes
were rolled on a Chico—AMP Standard Model CCM machine to a
length of 85 mm. The only variation in methodology was the

v w" “



use of a commercially available Borgwaldt Densimeter for the
measurement of cigarette compressions (instead of the AMF
designed unit) and for specific volume measurements.



IV. FILLING POWER DATA ,/

Filling power data covering these samples is
summarized in Table 4. Both NCP sheets (Check flat and Check
foam) gave expected filling power values. The foamed oxidized
cellulose cigarettes on the other hand, measured very high in
filling power improvement — about 61% by weight. Freeze—drying
gave about the same filling power as low density NCP (foamed
NCP) cigarette filler. The puffed tobacco sample, on the other
hand, gave only a 27% improvement in filling power by weight.
It is by no means claimed that this material would be typical
of the Reynold's process — it is, however, related. Because
of the limited quantity of available tobacco, the processing
conditions used by Proctor & Schwartz were in reality a
"one—shot" deal.

Some observations made after these cigarettes 1
were made and tested are very critical. It was noted, for
example, that Check freeze—dried tobacco at the 100% level
in a cigarette is a very unsatisfactory product from the
point of view of softening. Immediately upon lighting the
cigarette, it loses firmness and becomes extremely soft
between the fingers. The observation is not the same when
puffed tobacco is smoked. Puffed tobacco seems to have
more resistance to softening during smoking. Additionally,
the freeze—dried materials are extremely mild upon smoking.
On the other hand, the oxycellulose material, both flat and
foam, are extremely objectionable from the point of View of
taste. Check flat and foam cigarettes were found to be no
different than the typical NCP cigarettes at the 100% level
as far as taste, aroma and smoking characteristics are
concerned.



In conclusion then, one can say that freeze-
drying and puffing do in fact improve the filling power of

the original tobacco but the improvements are no more
dramatic than those obtained by converting the same tobacco

to a foamed material by the NCP process. The oxycellulose

flat or foamed material, on the other hand, do display a

higher percent improved filling power than freeze—dried,
puffed or NCP converted tobacco. ‘ .



V. SMOKE CHEMISTRY DATA

The data obtained on the smoke chemistries with these
samples is summarized in Table 5. There are some interesting data
comparisons that may be drawn from the study as seen in Table 5.
The first being that the NCP process certainly reduces the TPM
yield more than any other process, not only with tobacco but
with the oxycellulose samples. This comparison does not hold
true for freeze-drying or for puffing. Secondly, the NCP foam
sheets and the two oxycellulose samples showed by far the high—
est amount of acrolein in the gas phase. On a TPM basis, We
do not see a favorable reduction of TPM for freeze—drying or
heat—treating or puffing or any combination of these processes,
nor is there a TPM reduction when an oxidized cellulose is
used in the form of a flat sheet. It is interesting to note
that the oxycellulose flat sheet delivers more tar than the
Check flat sheet which presumably has tobacco instead of the
tobacco substitute in the same formulation. This certainly is
an indication of the questionable toxicity of the components /
which arise from the oxidation of oxycellulose.

The most fascinating chemical studies are those in-
volving phenol determinations. The lowest amounts of phenols

'recorded, as seen in Table 5, are those which involve the NCP
(foamed Microflake) process as in the case of the Check foam
and the Oxycel foam samples. The reduction is from five to
tenfold. b

In the beginning of this report, it was noted that
heat—treated tobacco (HT), which is conventional flue—cured
tobacco with a short—term heat-treatment, according to John—
son, lowers polyphenols up to 60% which in turn is claimed
to reduce smoke phenols, If one looks at the data in Table
5, there is no evidence of a substantial reduction in phenols
by freeze—drying (with either the Check or Heat—treated
samples). This finding is in complete opposition to the
data reported by Enzell, Bergstedt, Balhamn & Johnson,
Beitrage Zur Tabakforschung Vol. 6, pg. 41, 1971 entitled
"Chemical & Ciliatoxic studies of Smoke from Freeze—Dried
Tobacco". These authors noted "an interesting and un—
expected difference in the amount of phenol", irrespective



of the basis on which the comparison was made, with regard

to the freeze—dried and non—freeze—dried samples. It should

also be pointed out that the same article goes on to say that

despite this striking quantitative difference in phenol, there

was no difference found in the ciliatoxic properties of the

two samples. Wynder et al. of the American Health Foundation

have previously reported that a relationship between phenol

content of smoke and ciliatoxic activity does exist and that

high phenol levels do depress this activity. Based upon the

data reported by Enzell et al., and those found in our labora—

tory, and assuming that the ciliatoxic effects of phenol are

as-reported by Wynder et al., it is obvious that the phenol

data by Enzell et al. are somewhat questionable. In all '

other respects our data seem to be consistent with those

reported by Enzell et a1. ‘ . ‘ '

, One other piece of data is worth noting. The

NCP process results in a substantial nicotine reduction over

its unfoamed (flat) counterpart as compared to the freeze—
dried or puffed tobacco samples made with the same tobacco. ~w

. In conclusion then, one can state that these
studies definitely indicate that the NCP Microflake foam
process does indeed alter the smoke chemistry significantly
over any other process studied within this series, namely
freeze—drying and puffing. Additionally, even in the caSe

of tObacco substitutes, which we have found to result in
high tar yields, the NCP foam process does indeed change
the smoke chemistry significantly at least with respect to

tar yield and smoke phenols. v '

10
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SAMPLE
DESIGNATION

OK

. CKFD

HTFD

W

FREEZE~DRIED SAMPLES*

SAMPLE
DESCRIPTION

CHECK (CONTROL)

CHECKrFREEZE-
DRIED

HEAT-TREATED
DURING CURING

HEAT-TREATED AND
FREEZE-DRIED

m

Conventionally flue—cured
'tobacco (C—319).

Same‘as above (CK) but
additionally freeze—dried.

Conventionally flue-cured“
tobaCCO with a short—term
heat treatment which
according to Johnson
lowers polyphenols (up to
60%) and nicotine (up to
25%) and therefore smoke
phenols and nicotine.

Same as HT but addition-
ally freeze—dried.

* ALL SAMPLES WERE PREPARED FROM THE SAME LOT OF TOBACCO.

11



SAMPLE

CK—l (CONTROL)

CKf2 (CONTROL)

CRPD

HT

HTFD

TABLE 2

EXTRACTABLBS

%,H20 SOLUBLES
(DRY BASIS)

48.7

48.2.

48.0

.46.0

'50.1

12

pH OF APPROX.
3%% SLURRY

5.15

5.10'

4.75

4.80

‘9Mm“



TABLE 3

SHEET FORMULAS

SO. WINDSOR TRIALS (3/30/7lL

TOBACCO OR
OXYCEL

SAMPLE RUN NO. DESCRIPTION LEVEL % (d.b.)

CK—2 FOAM 75—7 NCP FOAM SHEET WITH 77
C-319 TOBACCO

CK-2 FLAT 75—3 ' NCP FLAT SHEET WITH 77
C-319 TOBACCO

OXYCEL*—FOAM 75—8 OXIDIZED CELLULOSE 77
" FOAM

OXYCEL*-FLAT 75—4 OXIDIZED CELLULOSE 77 a
' FLAT 7

* EASTMAN—KODAK OXYCELLULOSE

COMMON BASE WEB

23% (d.b.) CONSISTING OF GUMS, HUMECTANTS, ETC.

C-319 TOBACCO — NATURAL FLUE-CURED BRIGHT LEAF.

13



TABLE 4

FILLING POWER DATA

%.IMPROVEMENT IN FILLING POWER

As shreds

3’ Puffcd tobacco prepared at Proctor & Schwartz from
Check Control tobacco.

'14

SAMPLE ' BY WEIGHTl’ BY VOLUMEZ'

.CK (CONTROL) 0 o

CKFD A - ',- 4 4o ' 62

HT ‘ - 5 - 6

HTFD ' u , _‘: .' . 42 56 \

CK-FLAT- . ‘ . A 27 34

CK-FOAM . 7 ' ;73,1' 7 45 59.

OXYCEL—FLAT‘ 51' 10 ?

OXYCEL—FOAM ' 61 103

3. '
P & S #4 . 27 35

1.
As cigarettes

2.

irrfiwnw 3 I



, 4

(fié (fix . ,. . , {f\

TABLE 5

'smoxs CHEMISTRIESl°

TAR/ . W2
2. NICOTINE ACETALf ACRO— « 4_ 4. CR;

SAFEPLE 'WATER NICOTINE T . P .M. TAR RATIO CO DEHYDE LEIN PHENOL O-CRESOL 50"

ex . 7.95 5.44 1 75.01 61.77 ‘ 11.4 26.61 0.95 0.31 276 » 63 108

cxrn ' 13.73 4.45 86.72 68.54 15.4 31.62 1.20 0.33 255 56 100

HT 6.85 3.51 71.26 55.27 ,.15.7“ 24.16 0.62 . 0.24 268 ‘ 69 99

HTFD 12.46 4.32 . '73.31 , 56.54 , 13.1' 29.08 0.80 0.21 205 46 71

CK-FLAT 8.37 ~ 3.37 ’72.55 ' 60.82'A ' 18.0. 33.29 1.20 0.41 122 29' 46

CK—FOAM ‘ 1.60 d 0.98 23.86 ‘ 21.90 _ 22.2 27.84 0.94 1.05 11 5 4

OXYCEL-FLAT 27.05 0.27 .- 112.58 ' 82.35 i 303 l 35.07 : 1.12 1.36 ‘ 49 . ’ 1L2 ‘42

OXYCEL-FOAM 5.41 0.30 37.21 _ 32.58 108 21.80 0.82 1.91 10 L2 (2

2&8 #43- 5.98 4.63 4 76.1 .‘ 65-50 ' 14.1 . 23.92 1.57 .0.76 — V - -

l . . .
All data expressed as mg/gm. tobacco (or other)consumed except phenols.

3

2‘T.P.M. = Total particulate matter.

°Puffed tobacco prepared from Check tobacco at Proctor & Schwartz.

‘Pheno1 data expressed as micrograms/gm tobacco (or other) consumed
' \



V F AMF INCORPORATED - MOREHEAD PATTERSON CENTER
AM 689 Hope Street. Stamford, Connecticut 06907 - 203/325—2211

March 20, 1972

Dr. W. H. Johnson
North Carolina State University
Dept. of Biological & Agricultural Engineering
Raleigh, No. Carolina

Dear Bill:

On behalf of myself and my colleagues, Messrs. Halter
and Bott, I would like to express our thanks for the
courtesy extended to us during our visit with you in
North Carolina.

It was indeed a very rewarding and pleasurable visit
and we look forward to the possibility of visiting with
you again late in the summer during the harvesting of
flue—cured tobacco.

Just as soon as we are able to collect our thoughts and
determine a course of action, I will be back in touch
with you.- In the meantime, best personal regards to you
and Mrs. "Cold Duck".

Sincerely yours,

VAMF INCORPORATED
.13

£4 *JVF:cn Joseph V. Fiore

cc: H.M. Halter
G. Bott



NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY LIME": IIA&LJ¥EI€Z§EI

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Box 5906 ZIP 27607

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES

Jaguaxy 11, 1972

Br. Jofiaph V. Fiexe
Laboracery Manager
AM? Inaarparateé
fifi§ fiagm Stxaet
Stamfaxé, Cann. $696?

flea: Jag:

I appreciata raeaiving yunr gall yaatarday anfi look farwarfi to ymur
Gaming dawn ta Ralaigh samatime in the naar fatara for éiacuaaimas an tha
rasulta ef ynur fiesta and an Gating w farmantatian pracaases.

Enclmaaé ara a numhar afi raprinta whieh may b3 6f intarawt, par“
tienlatly an ragard$ eating an& ntrtain axiéativa Krwwning taactians.

Sinefiraly yourfi,

«; ,
Zia

Wfflfiam a. Jehnscn
Prafessar

min

final.

”fur. I,‘:fii”sv’§i§i:é§"§"3 m: T‘sia’mm (IMMINA; Ki’iiiiam Pridmg Pz‘csiiicm, si‘£_’!§‘st§5'€‘§*&£7§»3
Nazi's? i,;t£;’<’i;f‘;'£€! «Lgii {Jimgmi 275535, £3257" {L’r'eiir'lfimiiv of NEW??? él'fz'zsqu-rm, «a; 2m»

4‘, M 3. ~Kym“ Us,

itxe



v AMF INCORPORATED - MOREHEAD PATTERSON CENTER
AM I 689 Hope Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06907 - 203/325—2211

May 10, 1971

Dr. William H. Johnson
Biological & Agricultural Engrg. Dept.
North CarOlina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

Dear Bill:

I have just received your new shipment of the control
tobacco which was used in our freeze drying experiments.
Again, I am most grateful for your full cooperation and
assistance in this work.

Thus far our studies indicate that the Check Freeze—Dried
shreds seem to display a filling power improvement of 44%
over the Check control. These are preliminary data which
will give you some idea of where the freeze—dried samples
sit with respect to filling power.

As I promised you, as soon as we have all our data we
expect to visit with you and discuss them in person.

Again many, many thanks.

Sincerely yours,

AMF INCORPORATED

“an...

JVcmn Dr. Joseph V. Fiore,
Laboratory Manager

cc: W.J. Nellen
T.K. Kelly



AMERICAN MACHINE S. FOUNDRY COMPANY
MOREHEAD PATTERSON CENTER
689 Hope Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06907 . Area Code 208/325-2211

March 5, 1971

Dr. William H. Johnson
North Carolina State University
Dept. of Biological &
Agricultural Engineering
Raleigh, North Carolina

Dear Bill:

I would like to commend you and your associates not only
for the cooperation which you have extended us in the
preparation of the freeze—dried samples, but also for
the expedient fashion in whiCh you have executed our
request. The freeze—dried samples described in your
letter to me dated January 28, 1971 have been received
and will be analyzed as rapidly as possible.

As soon as I receive more of the Check (CK) sample, we
will convert this to a low density material by our own
AMF Process and will start working on it.

Again, many, many thanks for your cooperation. I will
look forward to meeting you personally when these studies
are completed.

Sincerely yours,

AMF INCORPORATED

#WZM, WWW

JVF:cn Dr. Joseph V. Fiore,
Laboratory Manager



January 28, 1971

Dr. Joseph V. Fiore, Laboratory manager
Research Division, AMP Inc.
689 Hope Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06907

Dear Dr. Fiore:

I appreciate receiving your call recently and learning of your continued
interests in performing certain evaluations on freeze~dried tobacco. Also,
I am pleased to learn of Howard fisiter’s advance to Vice President within
the company.

As discussed earlier with Howard, I will be pleased to process selected
tobacco samples from our ongoing research program for evaluation by your
laboratory. Two samples from a study on thermal modification of leaf con~
stituents in combination with freeze drying would be of particular interest.
In 1969 we began a study in which Coker 319 tobacco was produced at the Oxford
Research Station for test material. Tobacco was harvested weekly for six
primiogs. Following the yellowing phase of Curing, a portion of the tobacCo
was submitted to a short—term heat treatment which previous studies had shown
will significantly reduce polyphenol content (up to 60%) and nicotine (up to
25%). The remainder of curing throughout the drying phase was identical for
both lots of tobacco, which are identified as check (CK) and heat treated (HT).
For each lot, composite samples were made over primings and these were stemmed,
redryed and shredded.

Howard and I discussed earlier that it may be possible to obtain evaluw
ations on S—lb samples. I would pr0pose four samples as follows:

1. Check (CK). Conventionally flueucured tobacco as described
above, C 319, composite over primings.

2. Check~freeze dried (CKFD). This sample would represent the check
further processed by turgor conditioning, freezing, freeze~drying,
and reconditioning.

3. Heat~treated during curing (HT). Conventionally flueecured but
including the short~term heat treatment.

4. Heat treated and freeze dried (HTFD). Same as sample 3 but
further processed by freeze drying.



Dr. Joseph V. Fiore
Page 2
January 28, 1971

For the freeze~drying conditions, I would propose that suitable pro“
cess parameters be used which will provide a substantial expansion but
with minimal solute losses. This would involve turgor conditioning with a
water/solids ratio of about 4.0/1 to 4.25/1, rapid freezing, freezeedrying
and recondi tioning .

I look forward to hearing from you in regards to whether the samples
suggested will be suitable.

Sincerely yours,

William H. Soho, n
Professor

WHJ/cbe



MOREHEAD PATTERSON CENTERAMERICAN MACHINE S. FOUNDRY COMPANY
689 Hope Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06907 - Area Code 208/825-2211

February 2, 1971

Dr. William H. Johnson
North Carolina State University
School of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Dept. of Biological & Agricultural Engineering
Box 5906
Raleigh, N. C. 27607

Dear Dr. Johnson:

I have just received your letter of January 28th and am
extremely excited about your proposed plan of attack. I
have no objections whatsoever to your proposal regarding
the types of samples which should be prepared. I would,
however, like to make one request and that is that if at
all possible, the sample size should be 10 pounds instead
of 5 pounds.

I would like to know when you plan to start preparation
of these samples and approximately how long from that
date will it take before I receive the samples. Is it
possible to have one of our people witness some of the
freeze-drying techniques during the preparation of these
samples?

I am sincerely grateful for your cooperation and interest
in our tdbacco investigations.

Sincerely yours,

AMF INCORPORATED

WWW
JVF:cn Dr. Joseph V. Fiore,

Laboratory Manager

cc: H.M. Halter



TOBACCO MACHIN ERY DIVISION
AmF 6301 Midlothian Turnpike, Richmond, Virginia 23225 - 703/276-1900

AMF INCORPORATED

HOWARD M. HALTERVice PresidentandDirector of Engineering February 15, 1971

Dr. William H. Johnson
Department of Biological
and Agricultural Engineering
North Carolina State University
Box 5906
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

Dear Bill:

Thanks for the kind wishes on my new position.

Attached is a copy of the AMF paper on "Tobacco
Density Effects on Combustion and Smoke Composition"
as you requested. We will certainly be anxious to make
similar
tobacco
be made

We look

analyses on the samples of freeze—dried natural
which you will supply. The data, of course, will
available to you upon completion.

forward to a most interesting cooperative study.

Best Regards.

HMH/fah

Sincerely yours,

14w“Mwe
Howard M. Halter
Vice—President and
Director of Engineering



February 2, 1971

Dr. Edward M. Halter
AMP Incarporated
6301 Midlothian Turnpike
Richmond, Virginia 23225

Dear Howard:

Congratulations on your new position! I have corresponded recently
with Dr. J. V. Fiore and learned of your promotion.

We are leaking forward to obtaining certain evaluations on the
freezeudried tobaccos from the RAE 126 Study involving thermal medifica*
tion of leaf constituents and freeze drying after curing.

I wander if it would be possible to obtain from you a copy of the
paper you presented in Hamburg: "Tabasco Density Effecta on Combustion
and Smeke Composition". The changes you have observed related to changes
in physical structure are very interesting and may be similar to those
obtained by freeza drying.

I lock forward to hearing from you and extend my best wishes for
success in your new "poet".

Sincerely yours,

’4‘ t 3?qufl2 1'
li liam H. Johqég,

Professor

WHJ/kp
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June 19, 1970

Mr. James E. Morris
A3? IRCGRPQRATED
6301 Midlothian Turnpika
Richmond, Virginia 23225

Dear Jim:

'Thank you far ycur latter of June 17. It was a pleasure
having yam visit with us racemtly far diacufifiions on tobacca
prceessing, freeze drying, etc.

I have made reservations for yen and the three athers frem
AME at tha Collage Inn Metal for the night of June 30. The
achadule as suggested is fine and I look forward to further
discussions on topics of mutual interest.

With beafi regards.

Sincerely yaura,

fig.
William H. Johnson
?rofessor

WHJ/pf



“The name of American Machine & Foundry Company has been changed to AMF INCORPORATED."

U. S. OPERATIONS - 6301 Midiothian Turnpike, Richmond, Virginia 23225 '703/276—1900
Telex: 827496 - Cable; AMMAFOCO, Richmond
Tobacco Machinery Division - AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY

June 17, 1970

William Johnson, PhD
North Carolina State University
Department of Agriculture Engineering
Raleigh, North Carolina

Dear Bill:

Again I want to thank you most sincerely for the time
and generous attention you afforded me during my visit
to your laboratory Monday, June.15. It was a most
pleasant experience and I hope that we will derive some
mutual benefits from the occasion.

Confirming arrangements discussed over the telephone
June 16, we would like to visit your laboratory June
30, stay overnight and leave July 1. The names of the
visitors are Messrs Howard Halter, Bob Ruggles, John
Slansky and myself. Unfortunately, the aircraft
schedules to Raleigh in the mornings are not good;
consequently, we will be arriving on Eastern flight 863
at 1:01 p.m. as a party and coming direct to your labor—
atory with the intention of starting work as soon as
we get to you. '

'We understand that you will be good enough to make
arrangements for overnight accommodations for us at The
College Inn; and we would spend the next day with you,
leaving in time to take aircraft out of Raleigh airport
at 5:20 p.m. for two of the party, and 6:00 p.m. for the
other two which enables us to get a full day with you.

The objects of the visit would be to have a similar
discussion concerning freeze dry tobacco along the lines
you presented to me and also to discuss other research
work you have done in connection with processing tobacco
from the farmer to manufacturing cigarettes.

Continued



William Johnson, PhD
June 17, 1970
Page two

Once again, many thanks for your kindnesses and we look
forward to meeting with you. My kindest regards.

Your: sincerely, ’

James,Ef’fiorri;”/’f
Consultant

JEM:lyc



NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY AT EfiAfiQEIGEE

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Box 5906 ZIP 27607

March fl} 1971

SE. Jagaph V. Fiarep Laharatary fianager
fiaaaarah Divisiun, AM? inc.
689 flopa $tteet
Stamffiré, Canuactimut 0690?

Dear Dr. Fiona:

WE are pleasad t9 Say that Wfl have availabla 50mg afiditianal ahradfied
tobacco from aha atuéy EAE 126 which can he uaafi for manufacturer inta low
dausity ahaat. I faal that yaur plan fer gar$ygflg this through the separata
reuta is excallent and will grfivide a diract comparison betwaam the two
mathafia. utilizing aha £flm& material. Ea arr-greparing around 25 pounds
of the chEGk matfirial which will ha mailfié to yam separately.

1 am glafi that you are thinking of a posaibla visit ta worth Catalina
StatE Un1VEraity ta éiscuas further this reaearah anfi :5 SEE the freeze
dxying operatian. We havm mafia cgnsiéarable'yrogresa during the pagt two
yfiarfi with aha raapeet ta éevalopmfints en the procfiss far imprevaé
myaxatium anfi Ecemcmy.

I 100k fcrwaré ta further corrafipanfianca with you anfl t0 year viaiting
with us. hgyefully in the near future.

With bflfit EEgaxdg,
Sincerely youra

\.3. .3 ”x i
if, I ‘ ”5/”? f 3 :7} '

‘5, 3 . .3
William R. Jeh_$0n
fircfeasor

1533:“ {img‘xkgséiz‘y 3133‘ 534373333733 {233323333233 127333333333 $333333: 3’3'33333E33333; 3:3:‘333393333233: 33333333 {53:33'333’3'3333 $333333 €333
3:33 {7333335313333 (33‘ {33533135235 3335:“. i533 5333;333:3353: 33;“ 711333353 33 ,33:3 333‘ {33375333333333}, 33 , " v 5 3s 5



February 25, 1971

Dr. Joseph V. Fiorey Laboratory Manager
Research Division, AMP Inc.
689 Hope Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06907

Dear Dr. Fiore:

We have completed the processing of tobacco samples as discussed
in my letter to you of January 28, 1971 and the samples were forwarded
to you earlier this week. As discussed, the four samples consisted of
the Check, the Checkmfreeze dried, Heetmtreeted during curing, and
Heat treated freezewdried.

The tobacco samples were processed generally as discuesed in my
letter including: turgor conditioning with a water to solid ratio of
4.25/1, rapid freezing by vacuum freezing, freezewdrying and reconditionw
ing. I would suggest that the tobacco be examined upon receipt and
consideration be given to possible further conditioning prior to shred
separation. We have noticed that shred separationooccurs somewhat better
if the tobacco is at a moisture level of at least 15%.

We sincerely appreciate your interest one cooperation in performing
certain evaluations on these tobacco samples. Again I would extend an
invitation to you to visit with us at any time in regards to the freeze
drying project.

Sincerely yours,

William H. Johnsogcfi
Professor

WHJIPF
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